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Inbred Redneck Vampires (2004)
Region 1 DVD Video Review Reviewed by Dawnrazor

“Y'all Come Back Dead Now, Ya Hear?!!”

--THE PLOT

You would think a vampire queen would be safe in Transylvania, but a

vampire hunter invades Catherine's castle and kills her minions, so she

has to hide and where better to hide than a little redneck town like

Backwash?

And what better for a vampire to do but turn the locals into an army

of vampire servants. Which might work if they weren't to stupid to

know what they've become and go tanning...

 

--VIDEO

--FILM DETAILS

Year:

• 2004

Country:

• America

Directed by:

• Mike Hegg

• Joe Sherlock

Written by:

--DVD DETAILS

Distributor:

• MVD Visual

Running Time:

• 108 minutes approx

DVD Release Date:

• 25 May, 2010

DVD Country:

• America

Screen Format:

• 16:9 Enhanced NTSC

Discs / Sides / Layers:

• 1 / 1 / Dual

Soundtracks:

• English: Dolby Digital 2.0

Subtitles:

• n/a

Special Features:

• Feature length commentary

• Behind the scenes featurette

• Blooper reel

• Photo gallery

• Trailer

Classification:

• Not Rated
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This film was shot on a budget that consisted of change dug out of

the producer's couch, and it looks it. The cheapness is offset by the

fact the director knows how to set up a scene, but it's still obvious

this was shot on a shoestring budget.

 

--AUDIO

You can hear everything clearly enough, but given how awful the

dialogue is, that's not really a good thing.

 

--EXTRAS

There's a better than usual selection of extras for a low budget release

like this including a commentary, making of featurette, blooper reel,

(some are funnier than the actual movie), some photos and a

collection of trailers.

The commentary is pretty good but the rest of the extras are average

at best.

 

--FINAL THOUGHTS

Originally released in 2004 as Bloodsucking Redneck Vampires this

attempt at comedy unfortunately concentrates so much on the

redneck jokes it keeps forgetting its supposed to be a vampire film.

When the comic highlight of a vampire movie is a strip poker game

between a midget and a 600lb woman with an eye patch you know the

film makers have lost the plot in a major way.

So if you're expecting a vampire comedy, (or anything that could be

called funny for that matter), you're going to be disappointed. This is

basically a gross out redneck comedy with the occasional vampire joke

and the even more occasional funny joke. Considering the number of

low budget gurus involved with this film, somebody should have

noticed the script wasn't even close to funny.

Granted Felicia Pandolfi looks great and there's a fair amount of skin

on display but even that can't compensate for the lousy script,

horrible effects and overall lack of redeeming qualities. Maybe if they

had actual made a movie about vampires....

• Mike Hegg

• Joe Sherlock

Starring:

• Dee Alsman

• Emily Andrews

• Erin Arbogast

• Shannon Barksdale

• Sha Boseley

• Joe Boyd

• Bill Bradford

• Austin Brosn

Genre(s):

• Comedy, Horror
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